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Innovation with R & D Follow-up
Wells continues to invest time and resources in research and development to proactively assure our 
products meet and exceed the required testing standards necessary for today’s construction industry.  
As a follow-up to our Winter 2019 Newsletter, we are proud to share results from some of our product 
testing that we have completed to date: 

• NFPA 285 Fire Test

• ASTM C1521 Caulking Pull Testing 

• ASTM D5385 Permeability Testing

• ASTM D6123 Insulation Pull Testing 

• Energy Model Report

• Fiber Testing

• Hollowcore Shear Testing

• Thermal / Hot Box Test

We have been spending time with our clients and 
listening to their questions and concerns regard-
ing the use of wall systems. In addition, we are 
developing solutions and answers in the form of 
testing and various innovative efforts to improve 
overall building enclosure systems.  We continue to develop solutions and answers in the form of test-
ing and various innovative efforts to improve overall building enclosure systems. 

A Bonanza of New Materials
Over the past few years Wells Concrete has been testing 
and researching the use of new materials to improve our 
sandwich wall panels, including the following items:

• Fiber Reinforcing Polymers (FRP): Wells’ experience with 
FRP products has predominantly been with connecting 
the layers of concrete in insulated wall panels (known as 
wythe connectors).  These replace traditional steel wythe 
connectors that conduct heat across the insulation layer, 
reducing the insulating value of the wall.  

• Self-Consolidating Concrete (SCC): The flowability and self-consolidation of SCC can increase casting 
productivity and accommodate detailing where applying vibration is impractical.  Double T stems were 
one of the first items where Wells used SCC.  

• Structural Steel Sections: Wells implemented the use of steel sections for temporary wall panel bracing 
through openings in lieu of concrete. This addressed safety concerns with the onsite removal of tempo-
rary concrete in openings by sawing. 

• Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC): Fibers can be used in concrete as a secondary reinforcement in addi-
tion to conventional reinforcing.  

• Sprayfoam Insulation: A new wall panel system with a precast exterior and steel frame incorporates 
sprayfoam.  The sprayfoam is applied to the concrete and frame in our facilities after the concrete 
cures.   

Project Showcase: New School Looking Polished
St. Cloud Tech High School St. Cloud, MN: Wells completed 
production and erection for this project in June 2018 with 
the school opening this fall. The project included more than 
100,000 sq ft of precast for the fieldhouse, auditorium and 
pool portion of this project. Nearly 20 pieces of stadia risers 
were placed in the pool area awaiting future spectators, 
while 150 insulated wall panels showcasing a polish finish 
were used and erected in the auditorium and pool areas. 
In addition to polish, acid etch and sandblast finishes were 
used on various wall panels and spandrels.

Polish is a newer architectural feature for Wells and we are proud to be able to use it on this project.  
This polish process uses a series of diamond grinding wheels to polish the surface, which results in 
exposure of the aggregate with a smooth polished finish similar to polished granite.

Wells Concrete is working hard to get its 
newest 100,000+ square foot location open 
and operating in Brighton and has begun 
the groundwork for a state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facility, opening in 2020.  Wells 
acquired Rocky Mountain Prestress in January 
2019 and is consolidating the two existing 
facilities into the new Brighton location.

The challenges of vacating the legacy facilities, 
opening the new production facility, and 
meeting all our customers’ demands are wide 
and varied.  Wells has been in this position 
before and has always met the expectations of 
our customers, employees, and shareholders.  
We are very proud of this new facility and 
extend our thanks to all involved in both Wells 
East and Wells West to bring us to this point.  

Dig In Open House: 
Thursday, September 5

You are invited to join us for an 
open house at the UMore Campus 
in Rosemount, MN for food & 
refreshments, site & facility tours, 
and educational seminars.  Click 
here for more information or to 
register. Attend one or more of 
our complimentary precast-focused 
presentations:

• New Strides in Architectural 
Precast

• Lightweight Wall Panels & New 
Testing Results

• Building Innovatively with 
Precast Trusses

Each presentation qualifies for one CE 
credit.  Plant and Mock-up Building 
Tours qualify for an additional CE 

credit.

Education Opportunities

Schedule your next Plant Tour 
or Lunch & Learn today.  Wells 
Concrete is committed to keeping 
the design community up-to-date 
on new precast technologies and 
innovations while continuing 
to develop interest in designing 
sustainable structures. Clients, 
designers, association groups, 
and students can register 
for continuing education 
presentations or educational 
plant tours by clicking here. 

 

Blogs

Have you been following our 
Blog posts?  Subscribe today 
to receive updates every week. 
Recent topics include:

• The process of selecting an 
architectural precast mix 
and finishing

• Precast Concrete Computes 
for Data Centers

• A key item to look for 
when inspecting precast – 
Cracks

• Continuous Improvement

• Working early with a 
precast consultant during 
the design phases of new 
projects
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